
There is a right and a wrong path with 

financial regulations 

When we talk about financial regulations, often treasurers 

become anxious and febrile, as if these new rules were always 

generating additional (admin) burden. Usually regulations 

generate additional headache to treasurers (e.g. new IBOR’s), 

while over time few of them (occasionally) may improve (e.g. 

EMIR Refit). The European Association of Corporate Treasurers 

(EACT) always advocates to try to influence regulations and 

defend treasurers’ best interest. Treasurers often forget EACT 

role and aren’t aware of the achievements of their peers. For 

example, with EMIR, we succeeded in avoiding the collateral 

obligation for derivative dealing, which saved billions for the 

“real economy”. PSD2 went even further than what treasurers 

were expecting and requesting. Banks measure every day the 

cost of such a wide opening. European Union went maybe too 

far. However, despite EACT efforts, sometimes, regulations 

have direct or indirect impacts on treasurers (e.g. Basel IV, new 

IBOR’s, ATAD, etc…). 

The IBOR new benchmark rates seem to be a good idea with 

potential benefits for treasurers. Although, it may have 

negative consequences. For example, it implies technical issues 

with Treasury Management System developments, contractual 

reviews with all documentations to be checked for the 

reference rates used and eventually it also implies financial 

impacts with “ICE” rates (new subscriptions to feed IT systems). 



These rates are required but expensive, on top of a 

BLOOMBERG or a REFINITIV screens and feeding subscriptions). 

A regulation may appear better on paper and with downsides in 

reality… 

 

 

The EMIR Refit is offering a fantastic opportunity to get rid of 

intercompany reporting, providing you get ad hoc exemptions 

from Supervisors (i.e. your domestic supervisor and all other 

supervisors for foreign entities. It appears to be a simple 

formality; but is must be done and maintained over time if the 



scope of affiliates dealing keep increasing. With EU, a gift is 

never completely for free. EMIR Refit intercompany reporting 

exemption implies formal demands, a bit of administration and 

extra costs for compliance. It would have been too easy to 

make it simple and automatic. Even external deals reporting 

can be pushed to banks (which will be even accountable for the 

reporting as of 18 of June 2020). Therefore, these two 

examples illustrate perfectly the negative and positive aspects a 

regulation can generate. After implementation, a vast majority 

of treasurers will have forgotten who got these amendments 

voted, who lobbied hard to ease and flex tough and binding 

rules and who anticipated potential issues. We must still render 

unto Caesar that which is Caesar’s. EACT must be congratulated 

for its excellent work and great achievements. The direct but 

also indirect impacts of regulations are not always perceived at 

inception. When voted and implemented, professional 

associations must advocate to infer EU positions and soften 

provisions, when and where possible. New regulation’s impacts 

are not always easy to detect and to envisage. This is one of the 

roles of our associations to anticipate and prevent such 

damages and burden as much as possible. Every cloud has a 

silver lining, as well as every financial regulation. 
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